Alveolar macrophages generate a noncanonical NRF2-driven transcriptional response to Mycobacterium tuberculosis in vivo.
Alveolar macrophages (AMs) are the first cells to be infected during Mycobacterium tuberculosis (M.tb.) infection. Thus, the AM response to infection is the first of many steps leading to initiation of the adaptive immune response required for efficient control of infection. A hallmark of M.tb. infection is the slow initiation of the adaptive response, yet the mechanisms responsible for this are largely unknown. To study the initial AM response to infection, we developed a system to identify, sort, and analyze M.tb.-infected AMs from the lung within the first 10 days of infection. In contrast to what has been previously described using in vitro systems, M.tb.-infected AMs up-regulate a cell-protective antioxidant transcriptional signature that is dependent on the lung environment but not bacterial virulence. Computational approaches including pathway analysis and transcription factor motif enrichment analysis identify NRF2 as a master regulator of the response. Using knockout mouse models, we demonstrate that NRF2 drives expression of the cell-protective signature in AMs and impairs the control of early bacterial growth. AMs up-regulate a substantial pro-inflammatory response to M.tb. infection only 10 days after infection, yet comparisons with bystander AMs from the same infected animals demonstrate that M.tb.-infected AMs generate a less robust inflammatory response than the uninfected cells around them. Our findings demonstrate that the initial macrophage response to M.tb. in the lung is far less inflammatory than has previously been described by in vitro systems and may impede the overall host response to infection.